Call for Panel Proposals (for CHUS sponsored panels at 2021 AHA annual meeting)
The 2021 AHA annual meeting will be held in January 7-10, 2021 in Seattle,
Washington State Convention Center.
The CHUS will sponsor panels (not individual papers) at this meeting and invites
proposals for panels at 2021 AHA annual meeting. Panels can follow one of the
following formats: 1) three or four papers, chair, and commentator, or 2) a
roundtable with a chair and participants.
The deadline for your submission of panel proposals to CHUS is April 10, 2020. The
CHUS encourages members to organize panels. All of the panelists must be CHUS
members. None CHUS members can participate as panelists with a conference fee
of $40 for each panelist. None CHUS members who serve as chair and discussant
are free of charge.
Proposals must be submitted in their completed form (that is, with full information
concerning all participants and their presentations, including panel abstract,
panelist’s abstract, mailing address, email address, phone number, and institutional
affiliation). Panels without full information will not be considered. Please see the
attached sample proposal.
In order to uphold the academic integrity and professionalism of CHUS, it is
required that all individuals, members and non-members alike, who participate as
panelists, discussants, or chairs in CHUS-organized panels at AHA annual meetings
must fulfill their obligations of submitting papers and attending the conference. If
special circumstances, such as illnesses or other emergencies, prevent panel
participants from attending the meeting, the absentee must inform the panel
organizer and the CHUS coordinator about the absence in advance. If the absentee
is a panelist, he/she must submit his/her paper to the panel organizer and arrange
for someone in the panel to read the paper on his/her behalf. If the absentee is a
chair or discussant, he/she must ask another panelist to take over his/her
responsibility. Failure to fulfill this obligation will result in a 3-year suspension
from CHUS-organized AHA panels.
Please e-mail your panel proposal in word document to Dr. Danke Li,
Organizational Coordinator of the CHUS at dli@fairfield.edu.

